Acne is one of the most burdensome diseases globally. Its prevalence among those aged 12 to 24 years is estimated to be 85%, although it can persist beyond young adulthood despite treatment. Acne can adversely affect quality of life and may lead to emotional distress and physical scarring. The clinical presentation of acne (Figure 1) varies from primarily comedonal to mixed comedonal and inflammatory acne. Since the last Canadian acne guideline was published in 2000, evidence for multiple additional treatments has been published. Thus, there was an unmet need for an updated, systematically developed, evidence-based Canadian acne clinical practice guideline. This guideline provides recommendations adapted to the Canadian health care system to assist Canadian health care providers in the diagnosis of acne vulgaris, including investigations where appropriate; it also provides updated information on the pathogenesis of acne, outlines methods for evaluating acne severity, provides evidence-based guidance on treatments for acne vulgaris and recommends treatments for acne according to severity.

To support clinical practice, recommendations are made for three categories of acne severity: comedonal acne, which consists of small white papules (closed comedones) or grey–white papules (open comedones), which are due to complete or partial ductal occlusion, respectively, and sebum accretion (Figure 1A); mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne, which is characterized by inflammatory lesions that are mostly superficial (Figures 1B and 1C); and severe acne, consisting of deep pustules and/or nodules, which may be painful, may extend over large areas and can lead to tissue destruction (Figures 1D and 1E). A subtype of severe acne, conglobate acne, is rare and consists of extensive inflammatory papules, nodules and cysts, which can lead to disfiguring scars.

Scope
This guideline is intended for health care providers caring for patients with acne in Canada, specifically nurses, pharmacists, family physicians, pediatricians, obstetricians/gynecologists and dermatologists. The recommendations in this guideline address acne vulgaris in pediatric and adult age groups, with the following exclusions: neonatal, infantile and late-onset acne; acne fulminans; acne inversa (hidradenitis suppurativa); and acne variants such as gram-negative folliculitis, rosacea, demodidosis, pustular vasculitis, mechanical acne, oil or tar acne, and chloracne. These conditions were excluded because they have different pathogenic mechanisms. We also wished to maintain congruence with the source guideline for adaptation, the European Evidence-Based (S3) Guidelines for the Treatment of Acne (ES3).

Methods
Guideline panel composition
Members of the guideline panel were selected by the steering committee (C.L. and J. Tan) according to acknowledged expertise in acne, as indicated by peer-reviewed publications and reputation. Dermatologists from disparate regions of
Canada were included for geographic representation. Two experts with dual credentials in epidemiology and dermatology (Y.A. and A.B.) served as methodologic experts and performed literature evaluation and grading.

**Guideline development**

We developed this guideline in accordance with the Appraisal of Guidelines for Research and Evaluation II (AGREE II) instrument and the ADAPTE framework for guideline adaptation.

In a systematic review of clinical practice guidelines on the management of acne published from 2007 to 2013, we identified and reviewed five guidelines. The ES3 guidelines and the Malaysian guideline on management of acne had the highest methodologic quality. The ES3 guidelines were selected as the source of adaptation because of their detailed description of the search methodology and explicit disclosure of the process leading to specific recommendations. We updated the literature search from March 2010 (the end date of the ES3 literature search) to March 2013. We included in this search treatments available in Canada but not covered by the ES3 guidelines. The detailed search strategy is available in Appendix 1 (www.cmaj.ca/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1503/cmaj.140665/-/DC1). Before publication, we performed an updated search for the period March 2013 to July 14, 2015, for studies pertaining to the treatments recommended by these guidelines (as listed in Appendix 2, available at www.cmaj.ca/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1503/cmaj.140665/-/DC1) and updated the manuscript accordingly.

Articles that met the selection criteria (Appendix 1) were evaluated independently by two reviewers (Y.A. and A.B.). Each trial was assigned a grade of A, B or C (Box 1) based on reviewer consensus; any discrepancies were resolved by discussion. The reviewers also assigned a level of evidence for each treatment (level 1 to level 4; see Box 1) using a consensus process and pre-established criteria (Appendix 3, available at www.cmaj.ca/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1503/cmaj.140665/-/DC1).

The two reviewers (Y.A. and A.B.) developed draft recommendations for each treatment within the three categories of acne (comedonal, mild-to-moderate papulopustular and severe) and presented them to the guideline panel. These draft recommendations were directly transposed from the ES3 guidelines, were modified from ES3 on the basis of new evidence or were newly developed for treatments not covered by ES3. The reviewers also provided the rationale for each recommendation, including evidence of efficacy and safety, as well as information on costs.

Consensus of the guideline panel on the recommendations was defined as a two-thirds majority and was obtained via a blinded online Delphi process (Appendix 3). The strength of the recommendations and their clinical interpretation are adapted from the ES3 guidelines and are outlined in Box 2.

A detailed version of the methods used to develop the guideline is available in Appendix 3.

**Stakeholder review**

Before submitting the guideline for publication, we sought input from the following stakeholders: a discussion group of university students.

---

**Figure 1**: Representative photos of acne categories. (A) Comedonal facial acne. (B) Moderate inflammatory facial acne. (C) Moderate inflammatory acne of the back. (D) Severe facial acne. (E) Severe inflammatory acne of the back.
representing patients (University of Windsor, Windsor, Ontario), the Canadian Dermatology Association, the Canadian Skin Patient Alliance, the Canadian Dermatology Nurses Association, the Canadian Pharmacists Association, family physicians, pediatricians and authors of the ES3 guidelines. Pilot testing was also undertaken in the clinic of one guideline panel member.

Mitigation of competing interests
Development of this guideline was funded by Valeant, Galderma, Cipher, Bayer and Mylan. We took several steps to mitigate the risk of bias. All pharmaceutical and cosmetic companies offering acne products in Canada were invited to provide unrestricted educational grants. Funding sponsors had no role in the development or approval of the guideline. The panel members who solicited funding (C.L. and J. Tan) were excluded from writing and voting on treatment recommendations. In addition, the identity of sponsors was not disclosed to the guideline panel members until the time of submission of the draft for publication. None of the panel members received honoraria for their contributions to this work.

Recommendations

The most highly recommended treatments for comedonal, mild-to-moderate papulopustular and severe acne are discussed here, and a clinical algorithm is presented in Figure 2. For a complete listing of recommendations and more detailed discussion of the evidence, please see the full guideline (Appendix 4, available at www.cmaj.calookup/suppl/doi:10.1503/cmaj.140665/-/DC1). Definitions of the grading of evidence are presented in Box 1 and descriptions of the strength of recommendations and their clinical relevance in Box 2.

In discussion of the studies cited below, superior efficacy was defined as statistical significance ($p < 0.05$) and clinical relevance (minimum 10% difference in lesion counts). We found no trials of purely comedonal acne, so evidence pertaining to this form of acne was obtained from the effect on noninflammatory acne lesions (comedones) in trials of mild-to-moderate inflammatory acne.

For all categories of severity, selection of the most appropriate of the first-line therapies should be determined on the basis of previous therapies tried, including efficacy and tolerance; patient skin type; type of vehicle; practicality (location of acne, frequency of application); and cost.

Treatment effectiveness should be evaluated at two to three months after implementation, at which time therapy may be escalated (if improvement is inadequate) or maintained or tapered (if improvement is adequate).

Comedonal acne

Topical therapies are recommended for first-line treatment of comedonal acne, namely retinoids, benzoyl peroxide and fixed-dose combinations of retinoids with benzoyl peroxide or clindamycin. Patients may have already tried a number of topical therapies, including benzoyl peroxide, which is available over the counter.

Those with dry or sensitive skin may prefer creams or lotions, which tend to be less drying, whereas those with oily skin may prefer a less greasy formula, such as a gel. Convenience and treatment adherence may be enhanced with combination therapy or once-daily application instead of separate therapies or routines requiring multi-
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ple applications. Many acne medications may not be covered by provincial plans; in these cases, it may be particularly important to consider cost.

For comedonal acne, we recommend topical retinoids or benzoyl peroxide (medium-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is moderate).

Benzoyl peroxide in 2.5% and 5% gels was superior to vehicle for comedonal acne in eight grade A studies (level 1 evidence), with reduction in comedonal lesions of 21% to 52%, compared with increases of 11% to 42% for vehicle. Benzoyl peroxide products have a fast onset of action and are available over the counter; thus, they should be considered for initial treatment.

Topical retinoids (tretinoin, adapalene and tazarotene) are also recommended for initial treatment. Adapalene and tazarotene are superior to tretinoin for comedonal acne. Despite one grade B study showing superiority, tazarotene is likely equivalent to adapalene (four grade B studies), but it may result in more irritation. In six grade A studies and three grade B studies, tretinoin (available in 0.025%, 0.04% and 0.05% gel and cream) reduced comedones by 33% to 86%, compared with increases of 20% to 27% for vehicle (level 1 evidence). Adapalene (0.1% and 0.3% gel and cream) was superior to vehicle for comedonal acne in four of five grade A studies and two grade B studies, with reduction in lesions of 33% to 64%, compared with 20% to 38% for vehicle (level 1 evidence). Adapalene is comparable, if not superior, to tretinoin (level 1 evidence).

In two studies, tazarotene was superior to vehicle for comedones (level 1 evidence). It was equivalent in efficacy to adapalene in four grade B studies and superior in one grade B study. In head-to-head comparisons, tazarotene, like adapalene, was superior to tretinoin in treating comedonal lesions (two grade B studies).

For comedonal acne, we recommend the fixed-dose combinations adapalene–benzoyl peroxide and clindamycin–benzoyl peroxide (medium-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is moderate).

Fixed-dose combinations can be used as initial treatment. For treatment of comedones, the combination of adapalene 0.1% and benzoyl peroxide 2.5% was equivalent or superior to adapalene 0.1% alone (equivalent in one grade A study and one grade C study; superior in two grade A studies; level 3 evidence) and to benzoyl peroxide 2.5% alone (equivalent in one grade A study and one grade C study; superior in two grade A studies; level 3 evidence).

Similarly, the combination of clindamycin 1% and benzoyl peroxide 5% was superior to clindamycin 1% alone (two grade A studies and one grade B study; level 1 evidence) and equivalent to benzoyl peroxide 5% alone (two grade A studies and one grade B study; level 1 evidence).

If a fixed-dose combination is inadequately effective after a two- to three-month trial, addition of a topical retinoid (especially tazarotene or adapalene) should be considered if no retinoid is in use.

For comedonal acne, the combination of clindamycin 1.2% and tretinoin 0.025% (as a gel) and, for women, combined oral contraceptives may be considered (low-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is low).

If response to a topical retinoid or benzoyl peroxide alone, or to a fixed-dose combination, is inadequate, use of fixed-dose clindamycin–tretinoin or a combined oral contraceptive agent may be considered. The evidence for the fixed-dose combination of clindamycin 1.2% and tretinoin 0.025% (as a gel) consisted of one publication showing superiority of the combination to each of vehicle, clindamycin 1.2% and tretinoin 0.025%, with reductions in inflammatory lesion counts of 36%, compared with 16%, 27% and 31%, respectively. However, because of pooling of results and uncertainty about the specific outcomes from each parallel randomized controlled trial, this was assessed as a single grade A study. One grade B study is also available and another is briefly outlined in the product monograph; however, methodologic detail is not otherwise available for analysis (level 2 evidence).

Localized mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne
The presentation of mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne can vary with regard to inflammation and lesion distribution.

Topical therapies are a reasonable intervention for patients with mild papulopustular acne. Given the strong evidence for use of topical retinoids, benzoyl peroxide and fixed-dose combinations to treat inflammatory lesions, all three options are strongly recommended for this type of acne. The treatment choice would be determined by factors such as type of vehicle, ease of use and cost. For more extensive papulopustular acne, or areas not amenable to topical therapy (such as the back), systemic therapies, in addition to the topical therapies, are recommended.

For localized mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne, we strongly recommend benzoyl peroxide
as monotherapy (high-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is high).

For benzoyl peroxide in concentrations ranging from 2.5% to 10%, in gel, cream and lotion formulations, 11 grade A studies and 3 grade B studies showed superiority over placebo, with reductions in inflammatory lesion counts of 19% to 62%, compared with increases of 12% to 46% for vehicle (level 1 evidence). The onset of action of benzoyl peroxide may be superior to that of tretinoin.\textsuperscript{22}

For localized mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne, we strongly recommend topical retinoids as monotherapy (high-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is high).

Topical retinoids (adapalene, tazarotene and tretinoin) can also be used as first-line agents. Adapalene 0.1% and 0.3% gels were superior to vehicle in reducing inflammatory lesion counts in three grade A and two grade B studies, by 36% to 64%, compared with 19% to 47% for vehicle (level 1 evidence). Adapalene gels were equivalent to vehicle in one grade A study.\textsuperscript{16}

Tazarotene was superior to vehicle for inflammatory lesions (one grade A study and two grade B studies;\textsuperscript{23,24,33} level 3 evidence) and was found to be equivalent (four grade B studies;\textsuperscript{25–28} level 2 evidence) or superior (one grade B study\textsuperscript{25}) to adapalene for mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne. Although tazarotene appears to be superior to tretinoin for comedonal lesions, it was equivalent for inflammatory lesions in two grade B studies\textsuperscript{20,30} (level 3 evidence).

Tretinoin (0.025%, 0.04% and 0.05% gel and cream) was superior to vehicle in three grade A studies, three grade B studies and one grade C study, with lesion count reductions of 28% to 71%, compared with 10% to 48% for vehicle (level 1 evidence).\textsuperscript{16}

For localized mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne, we strongly recommend the fixed-dose combination of clindamycin 1% and benzoyl peroxide 5% and the fixed-dose combination of adapalene 0.1% and benzoyl peroxide 2.5% (as gels) (high-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is high).

Several fixed-dose combinations can be used as initial treatment for localized mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne. The combination of clindamycin 1% and benzoyl peroxide 5% gel was superior to vehicle and the individual components in four grade A studies, with lesion count reductions of 48% to 63%, while changes with vehicle ranged from an increase of 3% to a reduction of 30% (level 1 evidence).\textsuperscript{16}

The fixed-dose combination of adapalene 0.1% and benzoyl peroxide 2.5% gel was superior to vehicle and the individual components in reduction of inflammatory lesion counts in all three grade A studies, with reduction of 62% to 70%, compared with 34% to 46% for vehicle (level 1 evidence).\textsuperscript{16}

For localized mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne, the combination of clindamycin 1.2% and tretinoin 0.025% gel may be considered (low-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is low).

The fixed-dose combination of clindamycin 1.2% and tretinoin 0.025% gel was superior to vehicle, clindamycin 1.2% alone and tretinoin 0.025% alone, with reductions in inflammatory lesion counts of 57%, compared with 32%, 49% and 46%, respectively (level 2 evidence).\textsuperscript{11}

Extensive moderate papulopustular acne

For more extensive moderate papulopustular acne, we recommend addition of systemic antibiotics to the topical medications above, as recommended for mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne (medium-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is moderate).

Although tetracycline (reduction in inflammatory lesion count 36% to 85% v. 13% to 56% for vehicle; level 1 evidence), doxycycline (33% to 50% v. 22% to 30% for vehicle; level 2 evidence) and minocycline (43% to 57% v. 31% to 39% for vehicle, level 1 evidence) have been shown to be superior to placebo in reducing inflammatory acne lesions,\textsuperscript{16} use of these agents on their own is discouraged because of concerns about selection of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. Other antibiotic classes, including penicillins, macrolides and fluoroquinolones, are also discouraged because they are indicated for use in community-acquired infections, such as pneumonia and urinary tract infections. Furthermore, given that minocycline is associated with an increased risk of drug-induced lupus and hepatitis,\textsuperscript{34} tetracycline or doxycycline is preferred.

For more extensive moderate papulopustular acne in women, we recommend addition of combined oral contraceptives to the topical medications above, as recommended for mild-to-moderate papulopustular acne (medium-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is moderate).

The combinations of ethinyl estradiol 20 µg and levonorgestrel 100 µg (level 3 evidence), ethinyl estradiol 20 µg and drospirenone 3 mg (level 1 evidence) and ethinyl estradiol 35 µg and norgestimate 180, 215 or 250 µg (level 2 evidence) have all shown superiority over placebo. The reported differences in reduction of
inflammatory lesion counts with these oral contraceptive formulations, relative to placebo, were 9% to 14%, 16% to 18%, 13% to 25%, 9% to 14%, and 13% to 37% respectively. For ethinyl estradiol 35 µg and cyproterone acetate 2 mg, inflammatory lesions were decreased by 72%, compared with 35% with placebo.41 Adjunctive use of topical agents with oral contraceptive agents has been inadequately studied.

Severe acne

For severe acne, we strongly recommend the use of oral isotretinoin (high-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is high).

Although there is only a single placebo-controlled trial of isotretinoin in severe conglobate acne (grade B), that trial and subsequent active comparator trials have shown the superior efficacy of this treatment for severe nodular acne.16 However, in view of the potential for adverse events and teratogenicity, prescribing of oral isotretinoin should be limited to physicians who are trained and experienced in its use, monitoring and appropriate pregnancy-prevention measures.

For severe acne, we recommend the use of systemic antibiotics in combination with benzoyl peroxide, with or without topical retinoids (medium-strength recommendation; confidence in effect estimate is moderate).

For patients unwilling or unable to use oral isotretinoin and those with intolerance, systemic antibiotics in combination with topical benzoyl peroxide, with or without a topical retinoid, may be considered. For women, hormonal therapy with a combined oral contraceptive may also be considered.

For nodular or conglobate acne, equivalent efficacy was observed with oral isotretinoin and with oral tetracycline combined with topical adapalene for deep inflammatory lesions (75% v. 67%, respectively) but not for superficial inflammatory lesions (62% v. 28%) (level 4 evidence).42 The addition of benzoyl peroxide is recommended to limit the emergence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

In one grade A study, doxycycline hyclate combined with a fixed-dose combination of adapalene and benzoyl peroxide compared favourably with isotretinoin for severe nodular acne, wherein the former had a composite success rate (defined as 75% reduction of nodules and no medically relevant adverse events) of 63.9%, compared with 54.9% for the latter.43 However, isotretinoin had substantially greater improvement over baseline in terms of lesion counts at the end of the study (20 weeks), and acne remission with doxycycline and adapalene or benzoyl peroxide is considered unlikely.

Implementation

Implementation of this guideline will be facilitated by the development of abridged summaries for posting on the websites of the professional organizations that were invited to review this guideline (Canadian Dermatology Association, Acne and Rosacea Society of Canada, Canadian Skin Patient Alliance and other medical, nursing and pharmacy professional organizations.) Medical education materials are being developed to facilitate uptake.

Additional discussion of the facilitators of and barriers to application, advice for putting recommendations into practice and criteria for monitoring and auditing of this guideline can be found in the accompanying full-length guideline (Appendix 4). We do not anticipate that implementation of this guideline will necessitate additional clinical resource utilization, because the guideline does not recommend more testing or more frequent visits. Information on the cost of treatment in each province and territory, provided in Appendix 5 (available at www.cmaj.ca/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1503/cmaj.140665/-/DC1), may facilitate increased prudence in appropriate prescribing.

This document will be updated at a minimum of every five years as required to maintain validity.44 Updates may be provided sooner to include important new developments, such as evidence on benefits and harms of existing interventions, development of new treatments or changes in available treatments.

Gaps in knowledge

Uncertainties in acne treatment encompass both general and specific factors. General factors include absence of information related to efficacy in truncal acne (the outcome measure for almost all studies being facial acne); lack of certainty about a minimal effect size that is relevant for patients; lack of a current, universally applied standard for global severity grading of acne; and lack of knowledge about the potential role of adjunctive support, including psychotherapy, for patients with impaired quality of life. Specific factors include uncertainty about durations of use of oral antibiotics to minimize development of antibiotic-resistant bacteria (at cutaneous and extracutaneous sites) and lack of higher levels of evidence for often-used treatments, including fixed-dose erythromycin–tretinoin, spironolactone and isotretinoin.
Conclusion
This guideline was developed to facilitate the efficient diagnosis and effective treatment of acne vulgaris in the Canadian population. With early diagnosis, treatment of active lesions and prevention of adverse potential sequelae (e.g., scarring, dyspigmentation and psychosocial impact), the health of the many Canadians with acne may be improved.
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